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SUMMARY

If' it is assumed that the pri.mary decomposition of wood is e:o:othel'lllic and
depends only on the temperature and the concentration of decomposing material
in the solid phase, the heat balance and reaction ldnetic equations show that
it is possible to find a steady state where the rate of decomposition in one
direction and hence the loss in weight becomes constant in time, This III8\Y' be
expected to represent a limiting value a£ter burning has been in progress for a
long time.

The numerical results obtained are very sensitive to the value of the heat
of reaction and since this is not known within naz'row enough limits, it is not
possible yet to make a proper comparison between experiments and theory, but the
calculated results ere of the same order of magnitude as those measured. If' the
primary reaction is endothermic or if oxygen is required, the rate of propagation
must eventually tend to that given by a diffusion law and cannot be constant in
time. Experiments ere in progress to study the rate of charring at long times.
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ON THE RATE OF BURNING OF WOOD

by

P. H. Thomas

Introduotion

In designing struotures to withstand a fire, it is neoessary to know how
long the fire lasts and one of the important quantities that must be determined is
the rate of burning of the combustible material, which is usually wood•

There are a number of experimental data which may. be used to derive
instantaneous or mean rates of burning under various conditions and we shall first
enumerate these before developing a hypothetical theoretical model of the burning.

Experimental data

Folk(l) gives values for the rate of loss in weight of cribs of wood sticks
and these are given in Table 1. This rate increases from zero to a maximum value
at which it may stay constant for some time before decreasing as the whole of the
material is consumed. For two of the cribs Folk also gives the loss in weight at
various times for each layer of sticks. Where these data give higher valuee of
rate of loss in weight per unit area of wood than does the average figure for the
whole crib, it is because some of the lower layers have passed their peak burning
rate before the upper layers have become fu1J.:y involved.

The values in Table 1 are based on the average of the maximum rate of burning
for each layer. Folk gives results for another crib having seven 1 cm sticks in
a layer of 10 em width. With such a close packing, it is perhaps not surprising
that the average rate of burning for the whole crib was much lower than for tlJ,e
other cribs and probably lower than for any one layer in the crib. Bryan's(2)
cribs, for which some results are also given in Table 1, were better aerated and
the average values for each layer - will be more likely to be representative of
any one element of surface.

Fig.l reproduges a graph dravm by C. F. Fischl(3) from data given by Lawson,
Webster and Ashton~4) for the depth of char on timber beams subjected to a fire
resistanoe test, i.e. heating in a furnace according to B.S. 476 : pt.l. The line
corresponds to a rate of growth of char of 1/40 i~min. This rate is proportional
to the rate of weight loss. Webster and Ashton(5) have also given results for
the fire resistance of wood of different species and thickness. (t in. to.2 in.)
which under the test conditions gave effective charring rates of. 1/40 iQ/min.-
(See Fig.2). Webster aI)d others have recently obtained mean rates of loss of
weight in cribs of wood(6). For 1 in. stioks they obtained 0.57 mg.cm-2seo-l
which, for the density of wood used, corresponded to 1/30 iQ/min approximately. For
larger strips they obtained somewhat lower values.

Discussion of results

In all the data referred to above the heat transfer to the surface or the
surface temperature itself increased with time throughout the burning and this
must tend to increase the charring rate with time, but the increasing depth of
charcoal tends to reduce it. The combination of the two effects may tend to make
the charring rate more constant than if either effect were acting alone. In the
following theory we shall not consider the early variations in time, due to the
initial heating of the surface, but onJ.:y the theoretical limiting value at long
times. Any endothermio reaction or any reaction requiring the presence of oxygen
must rely on the diffusion of heat or oxygen or both from the surface and the rate
of propagation of the reaction zone, i.e. the rate of charring must tend to that'
given by a controlling diffusion law, i.e. the rate must eventually tend to vary

-It is reasonable to assume that the arrival of the char layer at the unexposed
face and the time of flame penetration are the same in these tests.
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TABLE 1

Details of cribs and rates of buming

I Rate of burning

Total Area of
mg cm-2 sec-1

Area ofNumber of No. of sticke Sial' of stick Height of crib exposed vertical side lIaximum value of Average oflayers in each layer wood air inlets total rate maximum ratessurface passages averaged over for each singleem em cm2 Aw Av cm2 As cm2 Av/Aw Whole exposed
surface layer in crib

(10 4 10 x 1 x 1 10 1,350 36 108 0.026 0.62 1.0

~
(10 5 10 x 1 x 1 10 1,600 25 90 0.0156 0.50 1.4

0 ~1~ 7 10 x 1 x 1 10 1,990 9 54- 0.0045 0.21 -
Il<t 3 15 x 2.5 x 2.5 15 2,240 42 176 0.019 0.49 0.49

aro 3 61 x 5.1 x 5.1 102 73,470 2,500 18,000 0.036 0.94 -
£' 20 3 53 x 4.4 x 4.4 89 55,420 1,940 13,800 0.036 0.85 -

20 3 38 x 3.1 x 3.1 63 27,860 1,070 7,000 0.036 0.82 -

. •( to. I " • -, , " ~ I ,,



as 1/(time)'t _ There is evidence that the rate of exothermic heating may depend
on the o~Jrgen conce~tration and clearly if this is so, oxygen diffusion must
eventually become the rate controlling factor here also. However, it is difficult
to estimate how deep the charcoal layer must become before this happens beoause
cracks develop in the char and these are not of equal size. Volatiles, tend to
flow out of the larger oraoks so that it is easier for oxygen to diffuse in through
the smaller ones than would be tile case where oxygen had to diffuse against the
volatile stream through a mass of uniform porosity. Altilough the experimental
evidence is not conclusive because in some of the tests the severity of the
exposure at the surface increased with time, the evidence available to date does
suggest the rate of charring is more constant than would arise from a diffusion
law. In view, however, of the lack of data for long burning times the existance
of a steady charring rate for the conditions of no heat ioss that are assumed is
the following theory must be regarded as somewhat tentative.

4 Reaction zone produoing gaseous
produots from primary

I decomposition.

I
I

k.- Unburnt wood~
I
I
I
I

Stream of gaseous I
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Fig. (3). Diagrammatic I'epresentation of tenwerature distribution
and reaction zone in semi infinite wood solid
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The decomposition of weed by heating is assumed to be· exothermic and t'S assumed
here to be first order with respect to reactant concentration. Stamm 7) ~ound
such a kinetic law for the loss in weight of wood when heated for various times •
The volatile material produced by this decomposition is flammable and vall burn in
a suitable atmosphere, transferring heat back to the wood surface. The volatiles
produced in the reaction zone pass back through the carbonaceous residue where
further heat transfer and reaction may take place. In this model the reaction, is
represented by the overall kinetic law given below ~or the decomposition (equation 2)

We represent the heat balance of' unit volume in the wood at a depth, x, in an
infinitely wide ani thick slab by

(1)
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where T is the absolute temperat1.tre

K is the thermal conductivity

J> is the density

c is the specific heat of the solid

cg is the specific heat of the gases

M is the local mass flow of gaseous products

w is the mass concentration of reactant per unit volume

Q is the heat of reaction per un:i.t gm, of total subs tance '"a-

t is time

We assume that the thermal and physical properties of the wood and residue
are the same. This is not strictly so and represents an errOl' in the model
but t~e resulting expression for tile rate of propagation of the reaction zone
depends on the diffusivity and this varies less between the different materials
t.heJl does K or /:

The equation for the reaction is te1cen as

dW wf -e/Ar
== e,

Jt
where f is the frequency factor

E is the activation energy

R is the universal gas constant

Apart from the inclusion of the convection term
shall see later, is not of major importance, these are
by Bamford Crank and Malan(8).

(2)

/11 (&:1! which, as we
the equations studied

•

We now assume that the rate of propagation of the reaction Jon"! in thl'
x directi?n reaches a constant velocity 'v' so that we replace ;se: by
- 1.1" 'Y!{)l. In front and behind the reaction zone the temperature and
concentration gradients tend to zero. This implies that no heat is lost or
gained from the exposed surface and the boundary conditions are given by

T="T.:. ~ 4,)=0 .r'>'<~-GO

T=7;

-where I... is the temperature in the layer of carbonaceous residue and '4. is
the initiil]' concentration of reactant in the unburrrt material. The possibili1<i'
of a ccusuant, veloci1<i' 'v' depends on the conditions of the problem. Thus,
in ·~hf' :leating of a slab of finite thickness, it is not theoretically possible
to attain a oonstant rate and Bamford, Crank & Ma.1an(8) integrated the transient
equations numerically.

elf"
We note that there are two terms in ~ and the r:;.tio of these is

The maxi:mum value of M is w~? so the ratio is less than Wo t;~".o •
('~ as 0.24, C as 0.3 and ,7J t>.J 0.4 this ratio is about 1.0 and t!J.is

l:'Qpresents the manumm possible effeot of the convection term. In faot, \7004

cracks when buI'Iu.ng and the relatively large cracks msy be large enough for the
heat tranafer bet17een the gases and the chai- to be low enough for there to be
Jittle rise in temperature of the volatiles once formed. M varies with x
from 0 to W.lt" l7ithin the reaction zone and so its mean value is "':.or
givlng a .50 per oent effect for the oonveotion term. This Ill!ly be taken as "
reasonable first approximation.

-4-
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Integrating equation (1) over the entire range of x, Vie obtain

Q

Following Spalding( 9) we now define, a number of dimensionless parameters:

~ - '""'!-I;
'l -.;: -I;

0( - W/Wo-
t.fv.... := - .p~V" (\ .,. WQ~) d~

\;; 2.fC

A .- \f'Wc. K
L• "- ~_'t) f ')c'l-v '1.( \ '1" ~)

'-fie

~o(f.l
-E/,eT

.e:

¢ '-= .&""u
....

J' -"'1<T- !l Q-~)fl.e cI"t:
R -
~ o ~

(5)

(6)

(8)

from which we obtain, with equation (31 equation (1) and (2) respectively in
the form;

d",.,.... tL"'C -=- -A eJ- ....
~"L

~Q

... dK -~rj=-
{ d~

~ ~
'--.#" a.nd t4.~o J ?:'~,

,~

.A -;. I 'T:::. O ~ :J
': -O&J

"

(10)

-'
hom the above definitions we have the required velocity given by

ell)

where ~ has an eigen value solution(9)

and -R ~ Kite
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The solution to the above differentia+ ~quations and boundary conditions: has.
been obtained using Spalding's method(9) for 'non-normal' diffusion. SpaldiI18

defines a parameter I JI .
4"".... X = _. ~ 0 d"Y
~ P L ~ L (~)

.~ 0 --

where R. is given here by.-..

ani for v~lues of ~Jl.' approaching unity, the value of), is given(lO) by

for the case of zero reactant diffusion.

The integrationa for if and-- ~.?; lead to

~7:...-€.

.,

•

--
E- -~/" 7::.
-e --
A? ( __)2-
1\ . ,_ - '"

(16)

from which we obtain

! lif e -~/~7;.

e.. ~
etz: c 7:...

(17)

where ~ is given by equation (3)

The use of the analysis by Friedman and. Burke(10) gives a solution much
is the same, except that "TI4-,.-7'"o appears instead of -r:... in the term c:~_ ,
thus mcldng 'v' smaller by the ratio(tr:'.-7;J/ -,:. / \ This could be due to the

slightly different form of the temperature dependent component in the kinetic
la\1 that they used. Juch a. factor is of little consequence in flame
propagation, where f....... is of the order of 20000K but in this application 7=..
is of' the ordel~ 800OK, so that the effect on 'v' is about 40 per cent. In a
more detailed theory, where, for example, the convection flow is dealt vn.th
exactly, such a. difference cannot be neglected. However, for the purpose of
this paper, which is to show the main factors controlling 'v' and to obtain
approximate results, we shall neglect the di.fference and. use Spalding's
formulation. There is some uncertainty as to the appropriate values of the
constants to use in equation (17), particularly with regard to Q and f. The
product of Qf is relatively well established because it is obtainable directly
from experimental data for the rate of heat evolution at various temperatures.

- 6 -
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We shall use a value of 3.5 cal gm-Jmin-l. at 2500C based on data reported by
Bowes(ll). .Gross ana Robertson(12) and Akita(13) give values differing only
Slightly from this. The effect of ass~1i/ lower value is, di~cussed below. The
value of Q:r d~ines the value of Qf ~ '~for .,,,. equal to 5230K. B~ord,

Crank and Malan(,8) used 0.375 for 1.)., 0.6 for I' , and 86 caJ/gm for /''fY..... but
this latter estimate was derived assuming 0.55 cal.g-l oC-l for the specific heat
of wood 'c' and with the correct value of 0.33 for c Bamford Crank and Malan's
values become 52 callgm 1'01' ,,011/..,. i. e. 32 callf!lI1 for Q. Estimates for Q vary
widely.- from less than 30 caJ/gm(13) to 4.00 caJ/gm(l4.), but there are reasons for
thinking Bamford, Crank and Malan and Akita's values for air are too small~· The
'value of E, the activation energy was given by Bamford, Crank and Malan as
30,000 caJ/gm mole. While this is not unreasonable, the combination of their
value of Qf with it gives a value of the heat output at 2500C which is about
100 times lower than the value given above.

Calculations have been made for various values of Q and E and the results
are shown in Fig. (3).

It is seen that the value of E is not of great importance, but the value of
Q is critical. If the value of Q is larger than 80 cill/gm, the estimate of 'v'
is the same order as that found experimentally. Recently Thomas and Bowes(15)
have obtained a value of about 82 callgm for Q for a rrood fibre insulating board
in air.

If a lower value is taken for the rate of heat evolution at a particular
temperature, Q being assumed the same but ~f" being lower then we may reduce the
values of 'v' ·'in Fig. (5) by the square root of the ratio of the, !'-9tual rate to
3.5 cal.gm-lmin-l• Again, it is clear that small differences in .f are not
important compared with the effect of small differences in Q.

Conclusions

An exothermic decomposition which does not require oxygen Vlill lead to a
steady rate of propagation of the reaction zone in burning wood if lateral heat
losses are prevented. This is a limiting v~ue when the burning has proceeded a
long time. Its value depends on a parameter about which there is some uncertainty,
but the values calculated are of the same order as those measured in exPeriments
and fire tests if values of Q found for decomposition in air are taken, so that
it is important to obtain reliable ~erimental values for the heat of reaotion.
There is evidenoe, discussed by Byram~l4.), that this heat of reaction varies with
the rate of' decomposition, so that the kinetics of the reaction cannot be completelJ
represented by a first order single step reaction of the kind used in this paper so
that more information is also required of the kinetics of decomposition before a
satisfactory theory can be established. However, provided the reactions taken
together are exothermic and independent of oxygen supply, a steady rate will occur
under conditions of no heat loss and be calculable by methods or developments of
the methods used for calculating laminar flame speeds.

As l>as been pointed out it must be remembered that the experimental values
of bUL'ning rate referred to in this report do not correspond to the ideal coDdition~

postulated in the theory thOUgh the excperimental conditions may be said to tend
towards them. There is therefore a need for additional experimental data and a
transient theory before the agreement can be regarded as significant.

·This value is for decomposition in air and would be unsuitable if the heat
release of the reaction depended on the oxygen concentration and the oxygen
concentration at the reaction zone were much below its value in air.

··A value of 30 cal/gm may be too Low to ~ive a sharp self ignition temperature
suoh as Akita himself' has observed(16)

- 7 -



Recommendations for future work

(1) A study of :the effect of various heat transfer rate on various wood.
surfaces as required. e. g. The rate of loss of weight at various
times when the surface is subjected to radiation should be studied.

(2) ~s should be done in air and in an inert atmosphere, e.g. nitrogec.
In the case of air some sampling of the o~gen concentration at
the surface or in a large crack may be desirable.

(3) Some thick samples of wood. should be used so that the burning oan
proceed a long time before the rear surfaoe is heated and the
effect of initial conditions overcome.

(4) The effect of preheating, which might be expected to change the
subsequent exothermio heating should be studied.
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